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The aim of the present work is the development of efficient and self-adaptive ring algorithms on
heterogenous Windows-based clusters. We show that a virtual ring of processes, with a number of
processes on each node proportional to its relative speed, greatly reduces load imbalance and allows
to achieve good performance even on highly heterogeneous systems.
As test application we consider the computation of long- and short-range interactions.
Two different implementations of MPI for Windows are considered (MPICH and MPICH2) and
some comparisons with PVM are also performed. The analysis is quite general and can be applied
to similar problems. From the algorithm analysis we obtain both a full computer simulator of ring
applications and some simplified indices of performance, useful to quickly adapt the application to
a given platform.
1. Introduction
In recent years clusters of PCs for parallel computing have become very popular owing to several
favourable characteristics, namely good cost to performance ratio, availability, flexibility.
The increasing power of nodes and speed of interconnecting network [1] allow to build very
powerful machines, able to compete with traditional high performance computers. Recently, PC
clusters and/or networks of PCs are evolving towards the emerging Grid architecture (desktop and
global grids) or they can be viewed as components of a larger grid. Although most of network-based
parallel computing systems run some Unix O.S. (in particular Linux), the systems based on Windows
O.S. are also interesting, since they allow to exploit for parallel applications the great number of
Windows machines available in various organizations, both scientific, business and industrial.
In this work we consider the development and the analysis of efficient and self-adaptive ring al-
gorithms on heterogeneous clusters (i.e. with nodes of different speed). It is well know that standard
ring algorithms, with one process per node, are perfectly balanced on homogeneous and dedicated
parallel systems [2], but they give poor performance on heterogeneous, possibly non dedicated, re-
sources. In particular, we show as a virtual ring of processes, with data evenly partitioned among
processes, allows to obtain very good performance also on highly heterogeneous platforms.
As test application we consider the computation of long- and short-range interactions. In partic-
ular, we deal with the computation and histogram of distances (all distances or just those involving
neighbouring pairs) in a large set of points in  . Such test problem is interesting, since varying the
neighbour size we are able to vary the computation to communication ratio.
After the computational analysis of this approach, which gives us both a full computer simulator
and some simplified indices of performance, we present and compare some experimental results
collected on a heterogeneous platform, namely a cluster of PCs with Windows O.S.
To implement the application, we consider two freely available implementations of MPI for Win-
dows: MPICH NT 1.2.5 and MPICH2 1.0-1. As comparison, we also consider the version for
Windows of the older but still popular PVM library (PVM v. 3.4.5).
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22. The heterogeneous computing system
Let us consider a heterogeneous parallel system consisting of  nodes, connected by a switched
communication network (e.g. Fast Ethernet, Gigabit Ethernet). Our analysis also applies to mixed
networks.
Let be  the relative speed of node 	 with respect to a reference machine [3], e.g. the lowest
machine in the set. 
 depends both on the processor features and on the application under consider-
ation, and can only be estimated in an approximate way. In particular, it can depend on the amount
of local data.
We suppose that the system is dedicated or that the load of each node remains nearly constant
during the whole computation. So, time variation of speeds during computation is negligible.
The total relative speed of the system is 

 and it is also the ideal speed-up.
The speed-up and the global efficiency are [3]:
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where: 
++
and 
ffffifl 
are the execution time on the reference node and the parallel execution time
on the heterogeneous system, respectively; #,'&-	.0/1&222& are the node efficiencies.
The degree of heterogeneity can be expressed in various ways; for ring applications we find useful
the index 345/764
8:9  , where  is the average relative speed and 
8 denotes the lowest relative speed
in the system ;<>=?3A@"/CB .
3. The computational problem
To test the proposed method we employ an application that we originally developed for homo-
geneous systems [4], and that we subsequently used with various computing platforms. It can be
considered a kind of high level benchmark.
Given a set D of E points in F , the algorithm carries out the computation and histogram of
distances between neighbouring pairs [2,4], i.e. pairs whose distance is less than a predetermined
threshold G , expressed as a fraction of the diameter of the pointset. As a particular case, if GHI/ , all
distances are computed. For the fast search of neighbouring pairs we use the box-assisted approach
described in [4], in which an auxiliary JLK -dimensional mesh of boxes, with /
9MG boxes along each
dimension, is used to build linked lists of points falling into the same JNK -dim box.
The sequential execution time on the reference node is

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where []\;JLB is the CPU time to process a pair on the reference node, and V.;+GXB^=_/ is the fraction of
the total pairs processed.
Our application is split into a virtual ring of `bac processes, with `M (logically neighbouring)
processes on the 	 -th node (Fig. 1).
The set of points is evenly partitioned into ` subsets D4d , of size ELK e

and each subset is
assigned to a process. The total number of distinct pairs is decomposed in the following way
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Figure 1. A virtual ring of 12 processes mapped on 4 nodes connected by a switched network.
The computation comprises two phases (Fig. 2): in phase one, which does not need communica-
tions, local pairs are processed; in the second phase, which consists of kN
mlon
i
steps, local points of
the generic process are moved forward along the ring in order to process pairs formed by local and
visiting points.
Procd :
compute distances =pG in ( D>d )
for q75/1&Xk
send data to next process
receive data ( D  ) from previous process
compute distances =pG in ( D  &rDd )
endfor
Figure 2. Process structure ( /F=bst=T` ).
For each process, the CPU times (on the reference node) spent in phase 1 and in each step of phase
2 are:
u v
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If ` is odd the computation is terminated; if ` is even a further phase is needed in which `M9 U
processes receive points from their opposite. In the end all the partial histograms are summed. The
fraction of total computation carried out in phase 1 ( /C9%` ) becomes negligible as ` increases.
As G decreases VW;GXB decreases, and the computation to communication ratio worsens.
We assume that the various subsets are statistically equivalent, i.e. VW;+GyB is the same for all subsets,
resulting in a constant time to process any pair of subsets.
4. Performance analysis and modeling
The elapsed time on each node is the sum of computation time, context switching overhead,
time needed for local activities involved with communications, and idle time (in general due to
transmission time and imbalance).
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4We assume that, for each step in phase 2, the transmission time over the network between nodes 	
and s can be modeled as:
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where |} is the latency,
~
${ d is the communication time per byte, and 	1,;+EKJLB is the number
of bytes to be moved. Similarly, using suitable parameters |fi8&
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refer to the reference node, and are assumed to vary among nodes as /C91 .
If E K is large it can be convenient to split data into strips of suitable size.
The cumulative elapsed time  {  on the 	 -th node at the end of the q -th step is:
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is the elapsed time on the 	 -th node at the end of the local phase and u {  is the elapsed time on the
	 -th node for the q -th step:
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denote the time lost due to context switching on the 	 -th node in the local phase and in
one step respectively.
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is related to imbalance, and is computed at each step in the following way:
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The parallel execution time is therefore

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This formulation allows us to implement a computer simulator, whose accuracy depends on the
number of overhead sources we consider.
Considering the CPU times at the three levels (step q on node 	 , node 	 , whole system) and the
corresponding elapsed times, we can obtain [3] the efficiencies #{ &r#% and # . The system wide
efficiency is related to the node-level quantities by eq. (1).
The imbalance at the step level for the 	 -th node can be defined as
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where 	+\ denotes the node with the highest CPU time ( `C

91

*, ;w`]9MB ).
Since imbalance is the main factor that limits performance for ring applications on heterogeneous
systems, it is interesting to obtain in a approximate way the efficiency loss at the node level due to
imbalance as
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5Using eq. (1) we obtain the system wide quantity
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Following this approach, given an heterogeneous system and given the total number of processes ` ,
the optimal allocation of processes is the one that minimizes   {  . This allocation can be found using
dynamic programming [5], or, in a simpler but sub-optimal way, setting `¢ +£¤ `R&	¥/1&222:& , and
approximating fractional results to the nearest integer.
5. Experimental and simulated results
5.1. The PC cluster and the message passing environments
The application is tested on 5 different configurations selected in a cluster composed of 7 PCs (see
Table 1) with Windows 2000 O.S., connected by switched Fast-Ethernet. The relative speeds M are
average values since they present some fluctuations both with E¦K and with G .
Table 1
Description of the various nodes in the cluster; a is the reference node
Node Id. Type Memory Size (MB) 
a PIII 600 MHz 128 1.00
b PIII 800 MHz 128 1.20
c PIII 866 MHz 256 1.30
d PIII 1.3 GHz 256 1.80
e PIV 1.8 GHz 256 2.07
f PIV 2.4 GHz 256 3.28
g PIV 2.8 GHz 512 3.59
To implement the application, we consider two message passing environments: MPICH NT 1.2.5
and MPICH2 1.0-1. They are the versions for Windows of the freely available and portable imple-
mentations of MPI (MPICH [6]) and MPI-2 (MPICH2 [7]). As comparison, we also consider the
version for Windows of the popular PVM library (PVM v. 3.4.5) [8,9], older but still largely used for
its simplicity and effectiveness. We use the Compaq Visual Fortran compiler v.6.6. We performed
some preliminary point-to-point communication trials with the three environments, whose results
are summarized in Table 2.
Table 2
Comparison of point-to-point communication speeds for the three message passing environments
Environment |H;§}*B
~
;¨7C9M©Xª
u
CB |.\C;w§«CB
~
\;¨7*9%©ffiª
u
CB
MPICH2 30-120 90 10-45 11-43
MPICH 38-130 90 4-12 1-6
PVM 5000 300 5000 40-300
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6It results that communications in PVM are quite poor, since communication speed is limited by the
various software overheads at the O.S. and PVM levels, resulting in a high latency and in a sustained
rate well below the physical limit; moreover, intra-processor communications are not much faster
than inter-processor communications [1].
Communications in MPICH and MPICH2 are significantly more efficient; moreover MPICH2
yields slightly faster inter-processor communications but slower intra-processor communications.
Indeed MPICH uses sockets for inter-processor communications and shared memory for intra-
processor communications, whereas our implementation of MPICH2 always uses sockets. In order
to assure the maximum speed we implement ring communications in MPICH and MPICH2 using
the buffered send (BSEND).
5.2. The procedure
We consider different problem sizes and various G values. Points in  are obtained from the
Henon time series [4] and normalized to the unitary hypercube; we choose JS/
< , JK¬ U and use
the euclidean norm. The time per pair measured on the reference node (PIII 600 MHz) is [
\x<¬2­1®%§«
and the VW;+GXB values for our data set are: VW; /CB¯5/ , VW; U lR° B?<¬2 U%± , VW; U lR² B<¬2³< UM± , VW; U lR´ B¯<¬2<M<­µ/ .
The trials are executed on dedicated nodes and with a low traffic on the network.
Since our aim is the development of self adaptive applications [10], able to maximize performance
for a given hardware configuration, we employ the following procedure.
1) At the beginning we execute on the target system a small instance of the computation, with one
process per node, just to evaluate the actual node speeds.
2) Depending on the measured 
 , a suitable number ` of ring processes is selected, using eq. (11)
and fixing the maximum allowed efficiency loss; for our cluster configurations, 35 processes allow
in most case to have  =x<¬2¶/ ; then the optimal mapping of ring processes to nodes is found [5] and
processes are launched.
3) The spawn of the requested number of processes is carried out in PVM using the pvm spawn rou-
tine. In MPICH2 similar routines are available (MPI comm spawn and MPI comm spawn multiple),
but unfortunately they do not work well with our current release of MPICH2 for Windows. So, for
both MPICH and MPICH2 environments, we use a procedure which spawns the optimal number of
ring processes by means of J·o	+¸%¹¨ (MPICH) and J·o	º
» (MPICH2) commands.
This approach assures us that the mapping is optimal, provided the load characteristics of nodes
remain nearly constant during computation.
5.3. Analysis of results
The results of the trials are reported in Tables 3,4,5.
An accurate analysis of performance is difficult since various effects interact: for example the
variation of processor speeds with the amount of local data, the time spent by the various processes
in paging (this time varies with the amount of data of processes), the time for context switching of
processes, the actual implementation of inter- and intra-node communications, etc. These effects
give in some cases a superlinear speed-up.
However the main results can be summarized as follows:
a) the naive porting (one process per node) gives poor efficiencies whereas the virtual processes
approach performs very well (Table 3);
b) as the degree of heterogeneity increases a higher ` value is needed, on average, to achieve the
same balancing (expressed by /¼6  in Table 4);
c) all three message passing environments are able to give good performance; differences are appre-
ciable only when the computation to communication ratio is small and in such situations MPI (both
200
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Table 3
Execution time (in seconds) and measured ( # ) and simulated ( #  ) efficiencies obtained on configu-
ration (a-g) ( ½5/¾¿2 U ¾ , 34x<¬2­µ/ ) using MPICH2
E 	W;+G
U
l

B

++
`

# #

42 000 0 596.8 7 100.8 0.42 0.46
” ” ” 35 49.1 0.85 0.84
210 000 3 2614 7 316.2 0.58 0.53
” ” ” 35 158.2 1.16 0.96
420 000 3 9554 7 1366 0.49 0.48
” ” ” 35 636.5 1.05 0.88
420 000 6 975.5 7 139.7 0.49 0.49
” ” ” 35 61.2 1.12 0.89
420 000 9 191.9 7 29.5 0.46 0.44
” ” ” 35 17.7 0.76 0.77
840 000 9 751.7 7 117.8 0.45 0.46
” ” ” 35 62.8 0.84 0.82
Table 4
Comparison of three different configurations of 4 nodes with MPICH2 ( E  /
<1­<M<1< , GÀ U lR° ,

++
x­MÁ1<µ2Á )
config  3 ` / 6 

# #

a,b,c,d 5.30 0.25 15 0.92 112.1 0.94 0.92
a,c,e,g 7.96 0.49 25 0.94 66.3 1.06 0.94
a,e,f,g 9.94 0.60 35 0.96 57.3 0.99 0.96
implementations) outperforms PVM, owing to faster communications (Table 5);
d) MPICH2 is quite slower in the start-up phase (spawn of processes and sending of portions of
points to processes);
e) the context switching overhead is always negligible for the typical number of processes per node
we consider;
f) experimental and simulated results are in most cases in very good agreement (Tables 3,4,5); the
most relevant source of error is probably the fluctuation of speeds with the size of local data.
6. Conclusions
We analyze and model performance of ring algorithms on heterogeneous Windows-based clusters
with various message passing environments, with the aim of developing efficient and auto-adaptive
applications. The general problem is exemplified considering the computation of long- and short-
range interactions.
The algorithm analysis and the experimental results show that the virtual ring approach, with a
number of processes much greater than the number of nodes, and with a number of processes in each
node matching the node speed, is a feasible technique to exploit a very high fraction of the available
power, even for platforms with a high heterogeneity. Depending on G , we are able to process up to
millions of high dimensional points ( JQ5/
< or greater).
The algorithm is tested on a cluster of PCs connected by switched Fast-Ethernet with Windows
201
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Table 5
Comparison of the three message passing environments (conf=(a,b,e,f,g), Â /M/12/¾ , 3Ã<¬2­1­ ,
EÄxÅM¾1<fi<M<1< , G^
U
lR´
,


x®M­µ/12® )
MPICH2 MPICH PVM
`

# #


# #


# #

5 168.0 0.40 0.38 169.1 0.40 0.38 203.4 0.33 0.38
15 97.2 0.69 0.75 97.3 0.69 0.75 126.5 0.53 0.72
21 86.4 0.78 0.80 83.9 0.80 0.80 108.7 0.62 0.75
25 84.0 0.80 0.78 83.8 0.81 0.78 106.4 0.63 0.71
35 94.9 0.71 0.79 78.2 0.86 0.80 106.3 0.63 0.69
O.S., using three message passing libraries: MPICH2, MPICH and PVM. Whereas some differences
in performance depend on the details of the implementation of the message passing library, it turns
out that virtual ring algorithms for heterogeneous Windows-based clusters perform in all situations
in a very satisfactory way.
The proposed analysis and procedure are quite general, and apply to any ring algorithm on het-
erogeneous platforms. Detailed models, as the one presented in Sect. 4, which can be very accurate,
but rely on parameters which are often known in an approximate way, can be useful to understand
in depth the behaviour of the application. However, in practical situations we need robust and auto-
adaptive procedures, able to grasp the basic aspects of the computing platform/application.
As future work we will consider the problems arising when the load of nodes varies during com-
putation [11,12]. In this case we need the dynamic migration of processes among the various nodes,
according to node load. Another possible approach is to use threads instead of processes.
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